
Preparation

• Sprinkle a little flour in your outdoor area, which leads to a fairy door & model fairy in a tree. 
Leave the note by the fairy, rolled up and tied with a ribbon. Set out session resources ready.


• To fuel their imagination, you may want to dress up as a fairy or elf!

Session Outline

• Emerge dressed as a fairy/ elf (optional!) & explain that you are going to make some magic potions 

and wands to cast some magic spells and wishes in your outdoor area.

• Hold some natural materials up and ask the children what they are. Respond by naming them as 

‘make believe fantasy items.’ E.g. Stick = witches finger; stone = goblin’s eyeball; moss = dragon’s brain. 

• Give each child a plastic cup & they are to find 5 natural materials and use their imagination to tell 

adults & peers their fantasy items which they have in their potions.

• When they have chosen 5 things, they are to fill their cup with magic liquid (water mixed with food 

colouring) and sprinkle in magic dust (glitter- optional).

• They can also make a magic wand (dip a stick in either flour or glue then glitter) and cast some 

magic spells around their outdoor learning area.

• Children to think about what kind of potion they have made. E.g. a friendship potion, flying potion 

etc & what kind of spells and wishes they would like to cast and why. 

Differentiation: 

HA- Show creativity when selecting items for their potions and choosing their magic spells.

LA- Prompts for potions and spells.

Extension: 

Can the children role play as fairies and elves to make magic? What kind of spells and wishes might 
creatures and species in their outdoor environment wish for?


Lesson Objectives

Children will be able to use their imagination to explore their environment; Children will be able to 
describe and construct creative props from natural materials.

Resources: Flour, fairy door, model fairy, letter (scroll down), sticks, glitter & glue (optional), plastic cups, 
water & food colouring.

Key Vocabulary: imagine, pretend, make believe, magic, wand, wish.

Risk Assessments: Generic Site RA; Stick Activities RA.

Top Tips: Glitter is basically tiny pieces of plastic which do not break down and so can be harmful to the 
environment. Flour would be a good substitute as ‘magic dust’ if you haven’t got time to allow the glitter 
to set to the sticks. By dressing up in the character of a fairy or elf (optional!), you immediately capture 
the children’s imagination which is key to this session. You may wish to demonstrate making your own 
potion in a pretend cauldron and casting pretend spells (see Outdoor Songs: Abracadabra for help) to 
‘kick-start’ their imagination & creativity. You may wish to prompt thoughtful spells or ‘wishes’ as 
examples. Ensure you dispose of materials carefully so as not to contaminate the environment.

EYFS Links


C&L: Listens to stories

PSED: play cooperatively with 
others,  Confident to try new 
activities

PD: Shows good control and 
coordination in small 
movements

M: Creates patterns

L: Enjoys an increasing range 
of books

UW:  Talk about features of 
their immediate environment

EAD: Manipulate materials to 

achieve a planned effect  

Learning Outcomes


LA - Children will be 
able to use their 

imagination to create a 
magic potion and cast 

mast spells with prompts.


MA - Children will be 
able to use their 

imagination to create a 
magic potion and cast 

mast spells.

 


HA - Children will be 
able to use their 

imagination to create a 
magic potion and cast 

mast spells giving reasons 
for their choices of items 

and spells.
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Dear Children, 

We, The Outdoor Fairies, like to play in your outdoor area 
at night time. We like to cast magic spells and fairy wishes 
when we play.

Can you make your own magic potion from items you can find?
Can you cast magic spells and wishes in your outdoor area?
Think carefully about the magic spells and wishes you make!

Enjoy and have fun!

Lots of love from,

The Outdoor Fairies
xxx
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